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Keeping Up With the Headlines
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Middle 80% of PMI 
readings don’t matter, 
but today’s reading does

PMI Only Matters at Extremes (It Does Today)
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Detrending YoY inflation puts today’s PCE in
the lowest decile historically. This is likely to
keep the credit cycle easier than in the past

Inflation Data May Slow the Fed
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Shiller Valuation and Forward Returns 
(Works Better at Bottoms)

Looking at Shiller CAPE and 
SPX returns produces a 

convexity where returns are 
asymmetrically strong at lower 
valuations, but mixed at high 

valuations.

Today’s valuation zone
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Using Value Without Credit is Foolish

The high valuation periods are 
concentrated in the tech-bubble.  
It didn’t matter until credit 
spreads widened.  Today 

spreads are tight
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As Credit Spreads Contract Valuations Go Higher

P/E Expands as BBB 
Spreads Contract

P/E contract as BBB 
spreads widen

Today’s valuation (yellow) 
implies tighter spreads or a 
modest reduction in CAPE
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Credit conditions in this zone produce
significantly higher SPX returns 6-

months forward

Credit Conditions Remain Bullish
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LEI Credit Readings Also Bullish

In case you don’t trust our credit measure,  using the LEI 
credit index shows similar relationship to market 

forward returns.  There are somethings in this indicator 
that are NOT credit specific
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Credit Useful as a Conditional Factor

As a conditional system, LEI credit 
conditions are still supportive of 

bullish equity returns.  When they spike, 
it’s bearish for stocks.
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BB – BBB Spread Near 3yr Low

Marginal credits (non-investment grade) versus 
investment grade are near a 3yr low
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China CDS Spreads Confirming FXI Strength
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Forward Inflation Below Threshold 
(Thank You Oil)

Long-term inflation expectations remain under 
2% giving the Fed potential reason to pause or 

alter the rate path.
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RenMac Sentiment Model Neutral

Sentiment is NOT at levels associated 
with bearish forward returns.  There’s 

room for this to deteriorate.
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SPX Melt-up Indicator (Not There)

We define a melt-up as a +50% advance over an 18-month rolling period 

and the market at a new high (red arrows).  New high filter important 

to distinguish momentum surges off lows, from parabolic risks.  At 23% 

over the last 18-months, we’re not in a melt-up mode. Market would need to 

get to 3215 in 6m or 3582 in 12m to qualify.  Without it, we expect more 

traditional technical deterioration rather than crash risk
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10Yr Yields Trading in a Pennant

We think yields move higher out of this pennant 
formation, 2.75% is our next target.
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Energy and Consumer Weakest
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RenMac Value/Momentum Map

1) Vertical axis represents 
momentum (higher 
better)

2) Horizontal axis 
represents SERM (left 
better)

3) Color equates to 
bullish/bearish 
proprietary option 
score (green bullish)

4) Size represents the % > 
65-day moving average 
for the group.  Big = OS       
Small = OB

Bubble legend in 
order of 

importance

Momentum
Bucket

Contrarian
Bucket

Good momentum and value 
combination

Cheap Dear
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RenMac Industry Map

1) Vertical axis represents 
momentum (higher 
better)

2) Horizontal axis 
represents SERM (left 
better)

3) Color equates to 
bullish/bearish 
proprietary option 
score (green bullish)

4) Size represents the % > 
65-day moving average 
for the group.  Big = OS       
Small = OB

Bubble legend in 
order of 

importance

Momentum

Contrarian
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RenMac Option Score

Most Bullish

Most Bearish

This score is based on option positioning of individual stocks within an 
industry and then aggregated to industry level.  We find different 

behavior at the company level than the sector level for options. 
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Staples’ Cost of Capital is Rising
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New entrants 

highlighted in 

green

Top Technically Ranked S&P 500 Names

Bottom Technically Ranked S&P 500 Names
New entrants 

highlighted in 

red
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Bullish
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Bullish
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Bullish
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Bullish
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Bullish
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Bearish
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Bearish
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